Global Family Change
A few weeks ago Hans-Peter Kohler (PI) and Frank
Furstenberg (Co-PI) embarked on a journey to better
understand the complex ways in which families are
changing across the world. Global Family Change (GFC) is
an NSF funded project that will explore how families
change on a global scale and will build a wealth of data to
share. If you weren't able to make it to Luca Maria
Pesando's, talk "Global Family Change: The Reshaping of
Society's
Most
Fundamental
Institution
with
Development" last week you are in luck! The
presentation, followed by a lively discussion, is now
available on our Youtoube channel.
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Events
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Google Scholar Profiles
Google Scholar provides a simple way
to broadly search for scholarly
literature. From one place, you can
search across many disciplines and
sources: articles, theses, books,
abstracts and court opinions, from
academic publishers, professional societies, online
repositories, universities and other web sites. Google
Scholar profiles are searchable by using the hidden menu
icon in the top left of the google scholar window (three
horizontal lines). Later this year Google Scholar profiles will
be linked on the PSC website. We encourage you to create
one and ask for help if you need it. For more information
about metric details and how to make your own scholar
profile visit the Penn Libraries Google Scholar guide.

Peter
Catron "The
Citizenship
Advantage:
Immigration
Socioeconomic
Attainment
across
Generations in
the Age of Mass
Migration"
PSC Fall 2017
Colloquium
Series 103
McNeil Building
12-1pm

Penn WIC
Shops
Next Week the
Weigle
Information
Commons will be
hosting a series
a interesting
workshops
including:
1. Other People's
Data: What even
Is This?
2. The Power of
Packaging:
Creating
Meaningful
Graphics
3. Blended
Learning:
Teaching with
Technology More
Purposefully
4. Enhancing
your Digital
Research
Project: Tools &
Methods.

IPC 2017
Poverty in the American
South
Regina Baker will be speaking 10.10.17 from
6-7pm at World Cafe Live as a part of the Penn
Science Cafe series. In this talk, Baker will
address the reasons for this regional disparity
and why, as a nation, Americans should care. Drawing on
her research on the South, Baker will discuss the role of
demographic, economic, political and racial factors in
understanding poverty in the context of place. She will also
touch on the uncertainty of future safety nets for America’s
most vulnerable populations in the current political climate.
More information about the Penn Science Cafe series and
this talk here.

Need help with
last minute fixes
for your poster
or presentation?
Email us and we
can assist with
pre-conference
questions/issues.
Be sure to check
out the
conference
instructions for
all presenters.

Please contact psc_library@mailman.ssc.upenn.edu to submit news & events or with
questions.
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